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We consider the entire process of mathematical theory exploration: invention of mathematical
concepts (axioms and definitions), consistency check for axioms, invention and proof of mathemat-
ical propositions, invention of mathematical problems, invention and verification of methods (in
particular algorithms) for solving problems. We aim at computer-supporting this process in all
phases and at building up and managing verified formal mathematical knowledge bases as a result
of this process. Our logic frame is predicate logic in a special version and implementation called
”Theorema”.

In the course, we will consider several case studies, notably the theory of Groebner bases, and
will discuss the heuristics of the process of mathematical theory exploration and possibilities
for computer-support in this process. We distinguish between ”top-down” and ”bottom-up” ap-
proaches to mathematical theory exploration. In both approaches, formula schemes play an impor-
tant role. A formula scheme is a formula in which a couple of unspecified function and predicate
symbols occur. Depending on the context, a formula scheme can be used as definition scheme, axiom
scheme, proposition scheme, problem scheme, or algorithm schemed and may help both in partially
automating the bottom-up and the top-down approach to mathematical theory exploration.

As a special sub-problem within computer-supported mathematical theory exploration, we consider
computer-supported algorithm synthesis by the ”lazy thinking” method. In this method, we start
from a formal problem specification and any algorithm scheme. We try to prove (automatically)
the correctness of the algorithm scheme w.r.t. the specification. Typically, this proof will fail
because nothing is known about the unspecified ”sub-algorithms” (function and prediate symbols)
occurring in the scheme. Now, with a special technique, we analyze the failing proof object and
try to guess specifications for the unspecified sub-algorithms which will make the correctness proof
succeed. Now, we will either be able to identify algorithms in the given knowledge base that
meet the specifications for the sub-algorithms. Or we can apply the lazy-thinking technique again
for synthesizing suitable sub-algorithms. We have recently shown that this natural algorithm
synthesis technique is powerful enough for synthesizing non-trivial algorithms like the Groebner
bases algorithm.

The theory of Groebner bases (within commutative algebra) is chosen as a benchmark example
for formal mathematical theory exploration because it is both a theory that can be applied for
automating theorem proving in other areas of mathematics, e.g. geometry and differential equa-
tions, as well as a theory whose automation by the above theory exploration methods is attractive,
non-trivial and interesting.

Computer-support for mathematical theory exploration has recently become a very active field
of research, in which worldwide approximately 20 research groups are currently involved that are
organized in the so called ”MKM” (Mathematical Knowledge Management) Network. The ultimate
goal is to come up with systems that will support the working mathematicians in their research,
teaching, and also publishing activity and to build up formal mathematical knowledge bases that
will be accessible, over the web, for automated reasoners of various kinds.
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